MedSpeed Names Rich D’Amico as President

New role created for growing, maturing company

ELMHURST, Ill. (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- MedSpeed, the U.S. market-leading provider of healthcare intra-company logistics, has named Rich D’Amico as President. In this newly created position, D’Amico will assume responsibility for the company’s operations, information technology, finance and human resources. Prior to accepting this permanent position, D’Amico was a consultant for MedSpeed.

“We are very excited to have Rich join the MedSpeed executive team,” said Jake Crampton, founder and CEO of MedSpeed. “As our organization has grown and matured, bringing in someone like Rich with over 25 years of experience in building scalable, repeatable operations will help MedSpeed continue our growth trajectory.”

“MedSpeed is an impressive organization that is positively impacting the way the healthcare industry delivers care,” said D’Amico. “The fact that the organization has grown so much and now needs someone in the role of President, speaks volumes about its success. I am thrilled to officially join the team.”

Before joining MedSpeed, D’Amico was the founder and CEO of a nationwide service company and served in executive leadership roles at a variety of healthcare organizations. D’Amico holds a BS from Villanova University and a JD from Rutgers University School of Law.

About MedSpeed
With 130+ locations in 29 states, MedSpeed is the market-leading organization in healthcare intra-company logistics. Since 2000, MedSpeed has partnered with healthcare organizations to transform same-day transportation from a cost center into a strategic asset that provides long-term returns. Using transportation to drive economic value in areas well beyond transportation itself, enables MedSpeed’s customers to share equipment between facilities, reduce capital expenses and disintermediate the use of third-party shipping for the delivery of medical supplies to physician offices and clinics. Creating a strong, fully connected logistics network supports the centralization or outsourcing of other functions including redundant laboratories and fill pharmacies, print shop, mail, linen and more. www.medspeed.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.